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Madagascar 3: Europe's Most Wanted: Release Date: April 29, 2013 Language: English Run Time: 126 min. Budget: $175 million MPAA Rating: Rated PG Featuring an eclectic mix of voice talent with comedy heavyweights Chris Rock, David Schwimmer, and Jada Pinkett Smith taking the lead roles alongside more surprisingly a dream cast of cameos by musicians, designers, and filmmakers, Madagascar 3: Europe's Most Wanted is the most all-inclusive animated family film you'll see this holiday season. In addition to its traditional animation style, Madagascars Most Wanted is visually diverse, hopping effortlessly back and forth from 3-D to underwater scenes, zooms of the characters
through the jungle, and the widest shots imaginable. The point is, this is a fantasy film that's as grown up as the cartoon characters playing around in it. With Madagascar 3: Europe's Most Wanted, director Brad Bird has done something remarkable. Rather than follow the trend of continuing the story of a returning character, he's given us an original world and characters instead. That's a rarity in the studio space, and it's a major change of pace that's well worth a watch. It's filled with new material that keeps this movie fresh for many. It might not be the best in the franchise, but it's still a successful addition that even the casual cinephile will enjoy. From DreamWorks Animation, the

studio that brought you Shrek, Monsters, Inc. and Kung Fu Panda comes Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most Wanted, an all-new, live-action adventure where the four lovable little animals—Anton, Gloria, Melman and Marty—along with the rebellious Bello—try to escape from the clutches of a crazy scientist. En route to Monte Carlo, France, to break them free, they are joined by cocky, one-eyed Philippe, and as more unlikely animal companions join their journey, the action-packed comedy stars the voice talents of Chris Rock, David Schwimmer, Jada Pinkett Smith, David Hyde-Pierce, Paul Reubens and Gerti as well as such stars as Tom Cruise, Owen Wilson, Jessica Alba and Woody Harrelson.
Starting with Fox and Amblin Television, the film will be distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures.
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Celebrated renowned animator, director, producer, Madagascar illustrator, Kevin Eastman, has been producing a series of short videos titled The New Yorker Cartoonists
Sketchbook. The goal of the sketchbook is to showcase the artists work in progress. So far, six volumes of sketches have been released in chronological order of creation of each
artist. While most of the sketches are done with a pencil, some are completed using various software applications for coloring and digitally compositing. Each volume in the series

has become a large bestseller on Amazon. According to Eastman, it’s fun to watch his process and the sheer volume of ideas that are in his sketchbook. The artist finds it somewhat
challenging to sit down and realize one day that all of his ideas have been created. The New Yorker Cartoonist Sketchbook Vol. 1 is available for download with the second volume
being released on Monday, June 25th. Disney and DreamWorks took the can-do spirit and energy of Madagascar to a whole new level with Madagascar 3: Europes Most Wanted.
The film follows the same storyline as the first two Madagascar movies, including a trip to Paris and a banana-powered airplane, but now the action sets sail across the vast open
water. The fourth animated Madagascar film is also one of the fastest in the franchise, with a running time of approximately one hour and 23 minutes. After a nearly three-year

hiatus, the sequel opens June 22nd, 2012. Over the summer of 2014, anyone who buys a DOLE Banana in all U.S. markets will be instantly entered to win a cool trip for two to Paris
to see the first movie in theaters in 3D! Banana fans will be automatically entered, making this one of the most convenient and fun ways to check out the new Madagascar movie!
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